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Uniaxial-stress induced magnetic order in CeNiSn
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We report the observation of an unexpected magnetic transition in the Kondo semimetal CeNiSn under
uniaxial pressures. ForPia, both the specific heatC and magnetic susceptibilityx decrease steadily with
increasingP. By contrast, oncePib andPic exceed 0.13 GPa,C(T) exhibits a distinct jump at 4 K followed
by a peak at 3 K. The concomitant peaking inx(T) for PiBic is indicative of an antiferromagnetic transition.
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Pressure can turn a magnetically ordered state to a no
dering state in strongly correlated electron systems suc
heavy-fermion compounds and transition-metal oxides
tuning the electronic couplings and band width.1 For ex-
ample, in a cerium-based antiferromagnet at ambient p
sure, the intersite Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yoshi
~RKKY ! interaction dominates the on-site Kond
interaction.2 Under pressure, however, the Kondo interact
is enhanced more strongly than the RKKY interaction, le
ing to a magnetic instability. The approach from a nonm
netic state to the magnetic instability under pressure has b
realized only in certain ytterbium-based compounds.3 Re-
cently, much interest has focused on anomalous phenom
at the critical pressure, i.e., non-Fermi-liquid behavior4 and
unconventional superconductivity.5

Most Ce-based compounds being away from the crit
point possess a metallic ground state. However, CeN
forms a pseudogap in the density of states at the Fe
level.6 The magnitude of the energy gap was derived fr
nuclear magnetic resonance and specific-heat measurem
to be 14 and 21 K, respectively.7,8 The anisotropic behavio
in magnetic and transport properties originates from
strongc- f hybridization of the Ce 4f states with the Ni 3d
and Sn 5p band states in the orthorhombic structure.9 The
magnetic susceptibility along thea axis, xa , is much larger
than xb and xc , and exhibits a pronounced peak at 12 K6

Below this temperature, dynamic antiferromagnetic corre
tions develop,10 but no transition into static magnetic ord
occurs even at 10 mK.11

A systematic study has shown that the gap formation
CeNiSn is very sensitive to the degree ofc- f
hybridization.9,12–15Partial substitution of Cu, Pd, and Pt fo
Ni strongly suppresses the pseudogap,9 leading to a long-
range magnetic order at low temperatures for 8 at. % Cu
33 at. % Pt.12,13 These substitutions expand the unit cell vo
ume, which may weaken thec- f hybridization. Under a hy-
drostatic pressure, by contrast, thec- f hybridization should
be strengthened. However, the pseudogap is also suppre
as was indicated from the decrease in the absolute valu
the Hall coefficient.14 This pressure effect suggests that t
carrier concentration increases together with the recover
the density of states at the Fermi level. Furthermore, supp
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sion of antiferromagnetic correlations upon applying pr
sure was deduced from a neutron inelastic-scatte
experiment.15 It should be recalled that noncubic heav
fermion compounds such as CeCu5.8Au0.2 ~Ref. 16! and UPt3
~Ref. 17! exhibit significantly different responses to a
uniaxial pressure from that to a hydrostatic pressure. Th
fore, one expects an anisotropic response of the pseudog
CeNiSn to a uniaxial pressure. In this paper, we report
observation of a magnetic ordering in CeNiSn under uniax
pressures by the measurements of the specific heat and
netic susceptibility.

The single crystal of CeNiSn was prepared by a Czoch
ski method using a hot tungsten crucible in a radio-freque
induction furnace. Details of the preparation methods a
characterization of the crystals were described elsewhe18

The specific heat under uniaxial pressures up to 0.4 GPa
measured using an ac method in the temperature range
<T<20 K. A disk-shaped 3.0 mmf30.2 mm sample was
cut perpendicular to the principal axis. The sample was sa
wiched between two Cu plates, on which a thermometer
a heater were mounted, respectively. A pair of pistons w
made of ZrO2 with a rather low thermal conductivity. To
achieve better thermal isolation, diamond powder was pla
between the Cu plate and the piston. The pressure was
termined by the known pressure dependence of the super
ducting transition temperatureTc(P) of indium. The transi-
tion was measured by the mutual induction method w
coils outside the pressure cell. The contribution of the
plates, thermometer, and heater to the total heat capacity
determined in separate measurements without the sam
We found that this contribution is 10–20 % of the total he
capacity for 2<T<10 K, and is essentially independent
pressure up to 0.3 GPa. The absolute value of the spe
heat of the sample was yielded by comparing with the va
obtained by an adiabatic method at ambient pressure.10 The
magnetic susceptibility under uniaxial pressure forBiP was
measured by a superconducting quantum interference de
magnetometer in the range 2<T<10 K. The pressure cel
and pistons were, respectively, made of hardened Cu-Be
loy and ZrO2. The pressure was determined by the kno
dependence ofTc(P) for tin. Details of the experimenta
setup are described in Ref. 19.
R6957 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of the
cific heatC(T) of CeNiSn for several pressures parallel
the a, b, and c axes. ForPia, the value ofC decreases
slightly with P in the whole temperature range. By contra
for Pib and Pic, C(T) increases withP and exhibits a
maximum around 3.7 K at 0.25 GPa and 0.13 GPa, res
tively. With a further increase inP, another peak develop
around 3 K. We note that the double-peak structure is
due to a gradient in the pressure field because a numbe
measurements on many samples with different dimens
reproduced the data shown in Fig. 1. A zero-pressure rech
for samples pressurized above 0.2 GPa showed no evid
for irreversible effect or the presence of residual strains.

The magnetic susceptibilityx at various uniaxial pres
sures is shown in Fig. 2. ForPiBia, the value ofx decreases
with P, whereas the maximal temperature at 13 K har
changes. By contrast, forPiBic, x is largely enhanced with
development of a pronounced maximum at 4 K above 0
GPa. The concomitant peaking in bothC(T) and x(T)
clearly indicates that an antiferromagnetic~AF! order sets in.
This is consistent with theT3 dependence ofC(T) below 2.5
K for Pic, which can be regarded as characteristic of
excitation of AF magnons.

We turn now to examine how the pseudogapped stat
replaced by the magnetically ordered state. We estimated

FIG. 1. Specific heatC of CeNiSn as a function ofT under
uniaxial pressures. Here, a clear sign of a phase transition is vi
for Pib^0.25 GPa andPic^0.13 GPa.
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electronic contribution to the specific heatCel by subtracting
the phonon part for LaNiSn~Ref. 8! from the measured value
for CeNiSn. The data ofCel /T for selected pressures ar
shown in Fig. 3. ForPic50.16 GPa, the coexistence of th
le

FIG. 2. Magnetic susceptibilityx of CeNiSn as a function of
temperature for different uniaxial pressuresPiBia andPiBic. The
peak at 4 K for Pic^0.25 GPa indicates an antiferromagne
transition.

FIG. 3. Electronic specific heat divided by temperatureCel /T of
CeNiSn forPic50, 0.06, and 0.16 GPa and forPia50.37 GPa.
Solid lines are the fits with a V-shaped density of states depicte
the inset.
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maximum around 6 K with the peak at 3 K implies that the
AF state evolves from the state where the pseudogap
mains. As is shown by the solid curves, the temperat
variations ofCel /T in the nonordered state could be repr
duced by the use of the V-shaped density of states~DOS!
with a finite value at the Fermi level.7,8 The DOS is illus-
trated in the inset of Fig. 3, where the parametersD, D, and
W are the half-widths of the main DOS, the V-shaped g
and the bottom of the gap, respectively, andN0 is the re-
sidual DOS at the Fermi level. If we assume the condit
*N(E)dE51 to be held at all pressures, then it is found th
both D and D increase withPia while W and N0 hardly
change up to 0.37 GPa. With thus obtained parameters
could reproduce the pressure dependence ofxa(T), as was
done at ambient pressure.20 This analysis showed that th
observed depression ofxa(T) with Pia is a result of the
increase ofD, i.e., increase in thec- f hybridization.

We show in Fig. 4 the dependence of the AF transit
temperatureTN on the applied pressure forPic. Because of
the double-peak structure inC(T), we plot here the two
temperatures at the initial jump and at the maximum
C(T). The most significant feature is that onceTN appears at

FIG. 4. The magnetic transition temperatureTN , the residual
density of statesN0 ~L!, and the electronic entropySel at 4 K ~j!
as a function of uniaxial pressure forPic. In the upper panel, the
closed and open circles stand for, respectively, the temperatur
the jump and at the peak in the data ofC(T) plotted in Fig. 1.
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4 K above 0.1 GPa, it does not change with further incre
in P. This fact indicates the pressure-induced transition to
a first-order transition. In the lower panel of Fig. 4, we com
pare theP dependence ofN0 with that of the electronic en-
tropy Sel at 4 K. We estimatedSel(T) below 1.7 K in the
magnetically ordered state on the assumption ofCel(T)
5gT1aT3. From Fig. 4, it is clear that the nonmagneti
magnetic transition at 0.1 GPa is well correlated with t
sudden increase in bothN0 andSel(T54 K). This fact sug-
gests that the increase inN0 with P triggers the magnetic
transition.

We have shown, so far, that CeNiSn undergoes a tra
tion from a pseudogapped state to a magnetically orde
state under uniaxial pressure forPib and Pic, while no
transition occurs underPia. Since the critical pressure fo
this transition is as small as 0.1 GPa, CeNiSn should
located in the vicinity of the quantum critical point. As to th
microscopic origin of the anisotropic response, we recall t
the local symmetry of Ce ions in this compound is qu
sitrigonal when viewed from the orthorhombica direction.21

This trigonal symmetry is thought to be a prerequisite
formation of the pseudogap in the renormalized band wh
is originated from the anisotropicc- f hybridization.22,23

When a uniaxial pressure is applied along theb andc axes,
the trigonal symmetry would be lowered, while it is mai
tained forPia. The loss of the quasitrigonal symmetry ma
be responsible for the pressure-induced magnetic transi
Another scenario is that the elongation along thea axis under
Pib and Pic may weaken thec- f hybridization and thus
brings the system to the magnetically ordered state, a
expected from Doniach’s phase diagram.2 To check this sce-
nario, we measured the change in lattice parameters u
uniaxial pressure at room temperature by using a str
gauge technique. It is found that thea parameter actually
increases forPic at a rate of (1/a0)da/dP50.013 GPa21,
whereas it decreases forPib at a rate of 0.0024 GPa21.
However, even at ambient pressure, anisotropic variation
the lattice parameters take place with decreas
temperature.24 Therefore, a crystallographic study at lo
temperatures under uniaxial pressures remains to be
formed to check the possible structural transition. In a
event, pressure-induced magnetism has been observe
CeNiSn.
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